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More than a century ago, filmmakers made their primary focus innovative and 
widely promulgated visions of antiquity, creating a profound effect on the critical, 
popular, and scholarly reception of antiquity. in this volume, scholars from a variety 
of countries and varying academic disciplines have addressed film’s way of using 
the field of classical Reception to investigate, contemplate, and develop hypotheses 
about present-day culture, society, and politics, with a particular emphasis on 
gender and gender roles, their relationship to one another, and how filmic 
constructions of masculinity and femininity shape and are shaped by interacting 
economic, political, and ideological practices. 

Almut-BArBArA renger, dr. phil. (2001), freie universität Berlin, is professor 
of ancient Religions, cultures and their Reception history. She has published 
monographs, anthologies and many articles on receptions of classical antiquity, 
including Oedipus before the Sphinx, or On the Threshold Betwixt and Between: 
From Sophocles through Freud to Cocteau (2012).

Jon solomon, Robert d. novak professor of Western civilization and culture, 
and professor of the classics at the university of illinois at urbana-champaign, 
works on the classical tradition in cinema and opera. his publications include The 
Ancient World in the Cinema (2001) and Volume i of the i tatti translation and 
edition of Boccaccio’s Genealogy of the Pagan Gods (2011).

contributors: thorsten Beigel, elisabeth Bronfen, Marieke dhont, Xanne huybrecht, 
tal ilan, Michael Kleu, andreas Krass, Jeroen lauwers, christian pischel, Ralph J. 
poole, celina proch, almut-Barbara Renger, Barbara Schrödl, Svetlana Slapšak, 
Jon Solomon, thomas Späth, lada Stevanović, Margaret M. toscano, Margrit 
tröhler, Xenia Zei
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